Hello from Cobbosseecontee!

We still eat family style and care about helping each other.

I was cleaning out some cupboards in the Camp Office and came across commemorative plates for YCamp's 75 Anniversary. The front of the plate depicts a drawing of three campers standing in the Dining Hall, looking up at the sign hanging over the mantle. Do you remember what it says… God First, The Other Fellow Second, I’m Third. This has been our motto for nearly 105 summers.

No matter what you believe in or where you come from, you are welcome at YCamp. We all sit down together and eat meals. We all run together on the Sports Fields. We all swim, boat, and lounge at the waterfront. We share cabins, create memories, and become friends.

At YCamp, we are community. Thank you for helping us to be strong and continuing to be the “Camp of Character.”

See you soon -
Jeff Gleason
CEO/Director
YMCA CAMP OF MAINE
2019 PINE CONE

YCamp
Because we care
About each other
By Connecting
By Leading
By Growing
And Belonging

YMCA Camp of Maine is a charitable, nonprofit organization. It is impossible to live our mission impacting citizens in Maine and around the globe without the support of generous Alumni, families, community members, organizations, and Foundations.

THANK YOU to everyone who supports us through -

PROJECT 218
BILL MUNSEY CAMPERSHIP
CAPITAL PROJECTS
PLANNED GIVING
ENDOWMENT SUPPORT

YCamp is able to do more with your support!

Check out maineycamp.org/thankyou for a list of 2019 Supporters and find out how to contribute.